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Abstract
River seiches between coupled basins under wind forcing are investigated by numerical
model and field data. Especially, this paper is focusing on revealing nonlinear resonance features
of river seiches both in ideal case and field case. For an ideal couple-basin system (two equal
rectangular basins connected by a short river) under periodic wind forcing, the response curve
(amplification as a function of external forcing frequency) shows some interesting new
resonance modes apart from the traditional seiches modes based on linear wave theory (linear
wave modes). Frequency analysis for the cases when external forcing frequencies among those
resonance modes clearly reveals that those interesting modes in the response curve are the
outcome of energy transfer due to nonlinear interactions so we name them nonlinear interaction
modes. It also shows that each linear mode has a nonlinear interaction mode. To further
investigate the nonlinear features of river seiches between coupled basins, Monona-Waubesa
study sites are investigated. Frequency analysis for free wave slosh test at Monona-Waubesa
shows all the linear wave modes including two Helmholtz modes in the system and many
sloshing modes coming from each basin. The spatial pattern of water level fluctuations, wave
amplification shows distinct features at different linear wave modes and similar features between
each linear wave mode and its corresponding nonlinear interaction mode.
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1. Introduction
River seiches, similar to basin (e.g. harbor or lake) seiches, are disturbed water level
fluctuations in rivers and have been commonly observed in river-lake fresh water systems
(Bedford 1992; Anett et al. 2002). Due to the exchange of potential energy and kinematic energy,
river seiches with a low gradient can have persistent oscillations including the longest
fundamental period and other smaller periods (As-Salek and Schwab 2004). The amplitudes of
oscillations depend on how close the external or internal forcing is to that of the Helmholtz (or
co-oscillating) mode, an in-phase motion of the entire horizontal water surface in the basin
(Miles 1974). The effects of water level fluctuations and accompanying reversal transport caused
by river seiches can have significant impacts on river ecosystems like alternating sediment
resuspension and deposition (Bloesch 1995; McLaren and Singer 2008), prolonging nutrition
residence time, affecting phytoplankton development (Coops and Hosper 2002), revoking of the
substrates and alteration of habitats suitable for aquatic flora and fauna (Leira and Cantonati
2008), and changing diversity of plant communities (Wilcox and Meeker 1991; Murphy 2002).
In view of all the importance (Leira and Cantonati 2008), it is crucial to better understand the
feature of river seiches and its role on environmental impacts.
Mechanisms to induce seiches include atmosphere disturbances like wind shear stress
(Van Dorn 1953; Wilson 1960) and pressure variations (Gomis et al. 1993; Monserrat, et al.
1998; Sepic et al. 2008), tidal force (Dyer 1973), seismic activity (Siegenthaler et al. 1987;
Ichinose et al. 2000), infragravity waves (Okihiro 1993), current shear (Fabrikant 1995) and
internal waves (Giese 1987, 1993). For an enclosed single basin, there will always be a zero
displacement line somewhere in the basin which separates the basin regions with opposite phases
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because mass is conserved in the enclosed basin and all of those eigenmodes in enclosed single
basin are referred as sloshing modes (Maas 1997). For coupled basins connected by a narrow
channel, different basins exchange mass and energy through the narrow channel in the middle
which forms the pumping or Helmholtz mode, characterized by spatially uniform phase within
each basin and opposite phase between different basins (Miles 1961). River seiches are formed
when the Helmholtz mode and sloshing modes of basin seiches propagates through the river,
causing periodic water level fluctuations.
In the past there has been a good amount of research devoted to examining wave
interactions in coupled harbor basins connecting with a narrow passage, similar to vibration of
two pendulums connected with a spring (Liu et al. 2003). Using numerical and laboratory
experiments, Lee and Raichlen (1972) found that seiches in coupled basin have systematic
doubling of resonant peaks, different from a single peak of a single harbor. Later Mei and
Ünlüata (1976) employed a matched asymptotic approach to confirm the results by Lee and
Raichlen (1972) and revealed that the pair of two resonant peaks moves apart (closer) when the
width (length) of the narrow junction increases. In recent years, Marcos (2005) examined the
response of a harbor with two connected basins excited by incoming long waves. It is found that
the size of two basins can significantly change fundamental frequency. Specifically if the ratio of
two basins increases, both the fundamental frequency and wave amplification of the main (larger)
basin would decrease. The smaller size of the narrow gap connecting two basins can even further
amplify the oscillation of the basins. Observations by Luik and Hinwood (2008) confirmed that a
variety of harbor oscillations can be modified by river constrictions, by partial reflection at the
antinode and the geometry of entrance. Interestingly most attention has been focused on the
response of basins due to wave interactions from different, characteristics and response of river
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(or narrow gap) due to wave interactions from different basins seiches have rarely been revealed
and discussed.
Recently, characteristics of river seiches has attracted the researcher’s attentions
(Mullarney et al. 2008). Mullarney et al. (2008) tried to reveal characteristics of river seiches
due to a Helmholtz oscillation since Helmholtz oscillation is the most energetic mode (Carrier,
Shaw and Miyata 1971). Mullarney carefully examines the river seiches phase and amplitude
response to different bottom friction coefficients. His analytical model also shows that both the
phase and the oscillation amplitude of river seiches depend on the relative magnitudes of the
external forcing and Helmholtz frequencies. However, his analytical model ignores nonlinear
effects which can qualitatively capture the flow behavior. Fortunately, Terra (2004) analytically
investigated the weakly nonlinear cubic interactions between a small basin and a big basin (e.g.
sea, en extremely big basin), which gives the insight for researches on nonlinear features of river
seiches between coupled basins.
The objective of this paper is to reveal the nonlinear resonance features of river seiches
between coupled basins. We will employ an ADaptive Hydraulics (ADH) model (Berger and
Stockstill 1995) based upon nonlinear shallow water equations, first validated by an analytical
solution for wave interactions in a harbor with identical coupled basins connecting with a narrow
passage, to investigate nonlinear resonance features of river seiches excited by periodic wind
forcing with different frequencies. Energy transfer process for river seiches in coupled basins due
to weakly nonlinear cubic interactions (Terra 2004) will be carefully investigated, by detailed
frequency analysis of the numerical simulation results for the cases when external wind forcing
frequencies are among resonance modes. Monona-Waubesa field cases are used to further
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examine the nonlinear resonance features including the spatial pattern of water level fluctuations,
wave amplification at resonance modes.
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2. Mathematical Model
2.1 Nonlinear Shallow Water Equations
Two-dimensional (2D) nonlinear shallow water equations, obtained by integrating the
three-dimensional Navier Stokes equations over the water depth h in vertical direction, are used
based upon the following assumptions (i) hydrostatic pressure distribution (ii) neglecting the
Coriolis force (iii) the bed slope is mild though it might be hydraulically steep, The governing
equations in the x and y direction are

∂h ∂(uh) ∂(vh)
+
+
= 0,
∂t
∂x
∂y

(1)

∂ ( uh ) ∂  2 1 2 h
 ∂
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∂x 
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where, Z0 is the bottom elevation, u and v are horizontal velocity component in x and y
direction. σ represents the Reynolds' stresses due to the turbulence plus the molecular stresses,
which can be further expressed as: σ xx = 2 ρ v

where v = kinematic eddy viscosity; S x = u

 ∂u ∂v 
∂u
, σ yy = 2 ρ v ∂v and σ xy = σ yx = ρ v  +  ,
∂x
∂y
 ∂y ∂x 

n2 u 2 + v2
C02 h 4 3

and S y = v

n2 u 2 + v2
are the friction
C02 h 4 3

.
slope in the horizontal direction with n = Manning's roughness coefficient and C0 = a
dimensional conversion coefficient (1 for SI units, 1.486 for U.S. customary units).
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In this study, a modified streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) finite-element
numerical method is used as the numerical scheme for the ADaptive Hydraulics (ADH) model
(Berger and Stockstill 1995). This modified SUPG method is dissipative, which can avoid
spurious oscillations in discontinuity flow and handle complicated geometries (Katopodes 1984).
In recent years, several major development of ADH modeling has been made. A second-order
time discretization is employed to improve the original dissipative issue which is very obvious in
slosh problems (Chapman and Porter 2005). An automatic adaptive mesh refinement is
implemented on ADH to achieve stable results with high accuracy as well as keep computational
efficiency by error indicator method (Tate, Berger and Stockstill 2006). The error indicator will
automatically identify the elements with error larger than error tolerance specified by the user,
and then those elements will be refined. Another attractive feature of ADH is that it can mimic
three dimensional secondary flow effects by solving empirical transport equation for steamwise
vorticity that reproduces the depth-averaged influence of the secondary flow (Bernard, Schneider
and LAB 1992). ADH also contains other essential features such as adaptive time step control
(Savant 2010), completely coupled sediment transport (Brown 2008), vessel movement effects
(Hammack 2008),wetting and drying, surface shear stress from wind effects (Teeter 2002) and
bottom shear stress from bottom friction by a general bed shear stress formula (Christensen 1972)
or from vegetation drag force including submerged aquatic vegetation (Jacobs and Wang 2003)
and emerged rigid vegetation (Walton and Christensen 1980).

2.2 Analytical Helmholtz Equation
Under the following assumptions, (i) inviscid fluid, (ii) irrotational flow, (iii) infinitesimal
wave amplitude, (iv) perfect reflection at lateral boundary, and (v) very long wavelength
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compared to depth, we can obtain the Helmholtz equation (reference). In this study, we use the
analytical solution for seiches in the idealized case including two identical rectangular basins
connected by a narrow channel (Figure 2-1) to validate the model. The dash line in the figure
means it is open to periodic incident waves at that location. The dash line in Figure 2-1 means it
is open to periodic incident waves at that location. The basin which is connecting this system to
outer water inflow is called outer basin and the other is called inner basin. The initial water depth
is constant all over the domain. The solutions inside the two basins are (Mei and Ünlüata 1976):

ζB = −

iω
(Q1G1 + Q2G2 )
g

(4)

iω ′ ′
Q1 G1
g

(5)

ζ B′ = −

where, Q 1 , Q2 , Q1′ are the unknown fluxes across the junctions, both G1 and G2 are the Green
function for the outer basin and G1’ is the Green function for the inner basin. The expression for
Green function is determined by gap position and basin geometry. Green function value at each
point is function of space location of that point. Detailed derivation can be found in (Miles and
Munk 1961). To account for the narrow channel length effects, the effective width is used as the
new width in computation which can b defined as a2 ' = a2
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π
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.

To address the head loss that is previously neglected, we use the reduction factor theory
(Unluata and Mei 1975) to get the new modified analytical solution:

ζB = −
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(6)
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ζ B′ = −
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2
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(7)

where knm is estimated by the natural wave numbers k of the closed basin when n and m are not
both zero (non-Helmholtz mode). For the Helmholtz mode, k00 can be estimated by the inviscid
value. In this study, β , the empirical value, is chosen to be 10-4 .

3. Validation
The ADH model based upon the nonlinear shallow water equations is validated by the
analytical solution for an harbor with coupled basins connected by a narrow channel (Mei and
Ünlüata 1976) which is based on Helmholtz equation described in last section. Figure 2-1 shows
the schematic with the dimensions as follows: d = d’ = l = l’ = 5000m, d’ = 2a2 = 150m, and an
initial constant water depth h = 10 m. The amplitude of incident waves is A = 0.005m. The sizes
of initial unstructured grids range from 25m near the river to 300 meter in the basins with total
node points of 6504. Note that ADH model has automatically mesh adaptive ability using an
error indicator, which is the norm of the mass conservation residual, integrated over each
individual element, to assess the error of each element (Tate, Berger and Stockstill 2006) as
1

 ∂h
2
Ee =  ∫ [ h + ∇ ⋅ (vh hh )]2 dae  Ae
 a ∂t

 e


(8)

.
where, ae =1=local integration; and Ae =area of the element. This integral is approximated
numerically using residual values with integration points at each node of the element. We use
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mesh refine level of 3 in all simulations in this study. In other words, if Ee in some elements is
smaller than the given tolerance for any time step, the triangles in those elements would be
refined to 23 smaller sub elements and the calculation would be performed in that time step again.
To evaluate the overall water surface fluctuation in the basins, similar to the approach
from Mei and Ünlüata (1976), we use a normalized time averaged root mean square in the
domain
tF
Lx
Ly
 amp 
1
σ =
dt
dx
dy 

∫
∫
∫
t
0
0
0
L x L y (t F − t o )
 A0 

2

(9)

2

where t0 and tF are the starting time and the ending time, respectively; A0 , a reference amplitude,
is set to be A0 = 2 A with A is the amplitude of incident waves due to the fact that incoming
waves include incident waves and reflective waves; Ly = b′ ; am p is the displacement which can
be expressed as amp = h − h0 , where h is the time series water depth results from numerical
model simulation, h0 is the initial water depth. σB for the outer basin can be obtained by Lx = l
and Ly = b and σ B′ for the inner basin can be obtained by Lx = l′ . From analytical solution ξB′
for the inner basin B′ and ξB for the outer basin B , the normalized mean-square response in the
two basins can also be obtained similarly by t0 = 0 and t F =

2π

ω

. As a result, we set

amp = Re (ξ B e jωt ) for the outer basin and amp = Re (ξ B′e jωt ) for the inner basin.
Incident waves with a range of various frequencies are used to excite seiches in the ideal
coupled basin system. Different frequencies of incident waves are imposed into the coupled
basin system from the right gap of the outer basin (see Figure 2-1 dash line on right edge of the
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outer basin). The normalized mean-square amplification factor σ B and σ B′ in the two basins are
plotted in the y axis. Figure 3-1 shows the comparisons among the model results, analytical
solution without friction, and analytical solution with head loss. At the Helmholtz mode when
the frequency of incident waves input is smaller than 27 day-1, the analytical solution (Mei and
Ünlüata 1976) is much higher than the numerical solution. This phenomenon is due to that
analytical solution assumes that the flow is potential flow and there is no friction loss. However,
the numerical solution has considered vortices which are very significant at the sudden
contraction. There is large head loss there when the frequency of incident waves input is smaller
than 27 day-1 (Unluata and Mei 1975). Therefore, by including a reduction factor, the modified
model results are shown in Figure 3-1 in solid line. As we can see in Figure 3-1, the numerical
results (circle dot) have good agreements with the modified analytical model (solid line).
One can notice that at the frequency around 20 day-1, the numerical simulation includes a
small bump while the analytical solutions do not include this. This small bump, whose frequency
is about one third of the peak at fundamental mode around 60 day-1, is due to nonlinearity which
only the numerical model based on nonlinear shallow water can capture it. This nonlinear feature
will be discussed and investigated in detail in the following sections.
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4. Results
The well validated numerical model ADH with good ability to capture wave resonance
interactions for ideal identical coupled basins system is used to investigate the nonlinear features
of river seiches in coupled basins in this section. Interesting resonance modes which are not
traditional free wave modes based on linear wave theory are detected in the response curve
(amplification as a function of external forcing frequencies) for seiches under periodic wind
forcing. Frequency analysis for water level fluctuations for the cases at those resonance modes
in response curve clearly revealed the energy transfer process due to the nonlinear interactions.
To further investigate the nonlinear features of river seiches between coupled basins, MononaWaubesa study sites are investigated. Frequency analysis at Monona-Waubesa reveals all the
linear wave modes including two Helmholtz modes in the system and other sloshing modes
coming from each basin. The spatial pattern of water level fluctuations, wave amplification due
to resonance at linear wave modes as well as their corresponding nonlinear interactions modes,
shows distinct features at different linear wave modes and similar features between each linear
mode and its corresponding nonlinear interactions mode. Therefore, those results indicates that
coupled basins including three basins and two rivers will have linear wave modes including only
two coupled Helmholtz modes and other sloshing modes coming from each basins independently,
together with corresponding nonlinear interactions modes for each linear mode.

4.1 River Seiches Excited by Periodic Wind Forcing
4.1.1 Ideal Coupled Basins
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In order to make the ideal case as simple as possible, the modes should be as less as
possible. Therefore, the length and the width of the basin are set to be the same to make only one
fundamental mode for each basin and the two basins are set to be the same to make that there is
only one Helmholtz mode in this system. To satisfy those requirements, the similar idealized
coupled basin case with the ideal case in last section for river seiches excited by incident waves
are also used to investigate river seiches excited by periodic wind forcing (Figure 2-1). However,
in this case, there is no inflow gap, only two closed rectangular basin is connected with a narrow
passage (change the dash line to be solid line in Figure 2-1 for this case). Periodic wind is
imposed spatially uniform in the whole domain of the ideal case. The wind speed is changing
from 0 to 5 m/s in a sine function curve. Response of seiches in the river and two basins can be
obtained similarly with ideal case excited by incident waves from equation(9). The only
difference is the reference wave amplitude A0 . For the river seiches excited by periodic wind
forcing, the original wind setup A0 of the basin is used as the reference.
Figure 4-1 shows the response curve for the root mean square amplification response at
different external wind forcing frequency, which indicates that there are one Helmholtz mode
(the frequency is about 18 per day) and one fundamental mode (the frequency is about 90 per
day). The frequencies of Helmholtz mode and fundamental mode are estimated by the simple
single basin seiche formula (see page 207 and page 188 in Mei 1989), which are used to identify
the modes in response curve. Besides, there are two other modes (6 per day and 30 per day)
which are exactly one third of the Helmholtz mode and fundamental mode. Based on the
analytical theory from Terra (2004), this paper makes the hypothesis that the generation of those
two modes is due to cubic nonlinear interaction. We name them Helmholtz cubic nonlinear mode
and fundamental cubic nonlinear mode which distinguish them from their parent modes (the
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Helmholtz mode and the fundamental mode). According to the analytical results from Terra
(2004), the cubic nonlinear interactions from the external periodic forcing will generate a new
forcing frequency, which is 3 times of the external periodic wind forcing frequency. Therefore,
when the external forcing frequency is 6 per day, the new forcing frequency of 18 per day will
appear due to cubic nonlinear interactions. This new frequency is exactly the same as the
Helmholtz resonance mode frequency. Therefore, this new generated frequency is expected to
cause a resonance with similar overall shape of Helmholtz mode when the external frequency is
even only one third of Helmholtz modes (this is confirmed in Figure 4-2 and investigated in
Figure 4-3 later in this paper). The similar explanations can be used to illustrate fundamental
cubic nonlinear mode (30 per day) which is one third of fundamental mode (90 per day). Figure
4-1 also shows that the of the peak shape at Helmholtz cubic nonlinear mode (6 per day) is fat
and wide which is similar with the Helmholtz mode peak shape (18 per day). However, its peak
width is one third of the Helmholtz mode peak width, which is reasonable because the
frequencies around the Helmholtz cubic nonlinear mode peak are all just one third of frequencies
around Helmholtz mode peak. The peak amplitude at Helmholtz cubic nonlinear mode is about
one fourth of the peak amplitude of the Helmholtz mode. Consistently, the shape of both
fundamental cubic nonlinear mode peak and the fundamental mode peak are thin and narrow.
The peak width of fundamental cubic nonlinear mode is also one third of the peak width of
fundamental mode and its peak amplitude is also one fourth of that of fundamental mode. In
short, the similar peak shape and one third peak width relationship between cubic nonlinear
modes and their parent modes in the response curve are consistent with the hypothesis that those
two modes are from cubic nonlinear interactions based on the theory of Terra (2004) and reveal
the nonlinear feature of river seiches in coupled basins.
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In order to further illustrate the nonlinear features for the cases with frequencies at
fundamental cubic nonlinear mode and Helmholtz cubic nonlinear mode, the overall spacial
characteristics are shown at Figure 4-2 with the snapshot of water level, vorticity and velocity
vector for the cases of the external wind forcing frequency equals to Helmholtz cubic nonlinear
mode (a) and the fundamental cubic nonlinear mode (b). In Figure 4-2(a), water level within the
basin at has spatially uniform phase and water level at different basins has the opposite phase at
the resonance of Helmholtz cubic nonlinear mode. Water level in the river connects the two inphase water levels of the two basins. This overall water level spacial shape is the same for the
case with external periodic wind forcing frequency at Helmholtz mode (18 per day). Different
from the water level response in coupled basin excited by periodic incident waves (Mei 1989),
water level response in coupled basins under the periodic wind forcing with frequency at
Helmholtz mode is not spatially uniform but only with spatially uniform phase because the wind
shear stress are on the whole surface while the incident waves enter the domain only by a gap. In
Figure 4-2(b), water level in each basin does not have the same phases at the fundamental cubic
nonlinear mode. Separated by the center line of each basin, each basin is divided to two region
(left and right region) with opposite phases. Water level fluctuations at different basins have the
same phase distributions in each basin. That is to say, when the phase of left region of left basin
is negative, the phase of the left region of the right basin is also negative. The same behavior will
appear on the right region of each basin. This water level fluctuation spacial characteristic is the
same as that of the fundamental resonance mode under periodic wind forcing. Interestingly, one
can notice that the vorticity at the entrances of the river is much larger than that of other regions
both for Figure 4-2(a) and Figure 4-2(b), indicating that the nonlinearity is very obvious at those
region. To sum up, Figure 4-2 clearly illustrates the detail spacial features at those two cubic
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nonlinear modes but the mechanism of how those modes are formed and how the energy is
transferred from the external wind forcing to these systems due to nonlinearity are not clear.
To further examine the mechanism of those nonlinear modes, frequency analysis is
employed to clearly investigate the energy transfer process in those modes at Figure 4-3. Figure
4-3(a) illustrates the energy transfer process in Helmholtz cubic nonlinear mode by analyzing the
water level fluctuation frequency distributions for the cases with external wind forcing frequency
at Helmholtz cubic nonlinear mode (6 per day, thick solid line), Helmholtz mode (18 per day,
dash line) and one reference case with frequency at none of those resonance modes (e.g. 8 per
day, thin solid line). There are two dominant peaks together with a chain of small peaks in the
thick solid line of Figure 4-3(a). The two dominant peaks are at frequency of 6 day-1 (the external
wind forcing frequency) and 18 day-1 (3 times of the external wind forcing frequency, also at
Helmholtz mode). In comparison, similar two peaks at external wind forcing frequency (8 day-1)
and 3 times of the external wind forcing frequency (24 day-1) also exist in the thin solid line of
Figure 4-3(a). Also, frequency analysis of the case with external wind forcing frequency of 18
per day (dash line in Figure 4-3 (a)) still have the peak of 18 per day as well as 3 times of the
input frequency which is

54 per day. These results confirm the weakly cubic nonlinear

interactions theory by Terra (2004), which is the basic theory support for the cubic nonlinear
modes formation mechanism hypothesis in the response curve. This comparison concludes that
cubic nonlinear interactions are a universe phenomenon which transfers the energy of external
wind forcing to the peak with 3 times of its input frequency. However, in contrast, the energy at
18 day-1 is an order of magnitude larger than that at 6 day-1 in thick solid line, while the energy
at 24 day-1 is the same order of magnitude as that at 8 day-1 in thin solid line. That means the
new generated frequency at 18 day-1 in thick solid line which are outcome of cubic nonlinear
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interactions absorbs the energy from the input frequency 6 day-1 efficiently. To sum up, periodic
wind forcing at frequency 6 day-1 inputs the energy to 6 day-1 directly and to 18 day-1 indirectly
through cubic nonlinear interactions. Input energy at frequency of 18 day-1 accumulates
continuously because 18 day-1 is the Helmholtz mode frequency while input energy at frequency
of 6 day-1 cannot accumulate because it is not any resonance mode frequency. On the other hand,
the energy at 18 day-1 is two orders of magnitude larger than that at 54 day-1 in dash line. In both
cases, periodic wind forcing at frequency 18 day-1 inputs the energy to 18 day-1 directly and to 54
day-1 indirectly. According to the conclusion above, it is obvious that input energy at frequency
of 18 day-1 (Helmholtz mode) will accumulate continuously. Interestingly, the energy at 18 day-1
in the dash line is one order of magnitude larger than that at 18 day-1 in the thick solid line. That
means it is easier to accumulate the energy directly when the external wind forcing frequency
equals to Helmholtz mode resonance frequency (the case in dash line) than to accumulate the
energy indirectly when 3 times of the external wind forcing frequency equals to Helmholtz mode
resonance frequency (the case in thick solid line). Therefore, the Helmholtz cubic nonlinear
mode which is due to indirect energy accumulation will have smaller response than the
Helmholtz mode which is due to direct energy accumulation. This is consistent with the results
that the peak amplitude at Helmholtz cubic nonlinear mode is about one fourth of the peak
amplitude of the Helmholtz mode in the response curve (Figure3). In short, frequency analysis of
all the three cases indicates that there are input frequency, 3 times input frequency as well as
other free wave mode frequency in the water level fluctuations results. Resonance will happen
when the external wind input frequency is equal to the free wave mode frequency (e.g.
Helmholtz mode resonance) or three times wind input frequency is equal the free wave mode
frequency (e.g. Helmholtz cubic nonlinear resonance).
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The energy transfer process is also consistent at the fundamental mode and its cubic
nonlinear mode which are depicted in Figure 4-3 (b). The frequency analysis of reference case
(thin solid line with wind input frequency of 32 day-1), the fundamental cubic nonlinear
resonance mode case (thick solid line with wind input frequency of 30 day-1) and the
fundamental resonance mode case (dash line with wind input frequency of 90 day-1), shows wind
input frequency (32, 30 and 90 day-1) and three times of wind input frequency (64, 90 and 270
day-1). Due to energy accumulation at frequency of fundamental mode, energy at 90 day-1 in dash
line and in thick solid line is two orders of magnitude larger or one order of magnitude larger
than other frequencies. Energy at 90 day-1 in dash line is larger than in thick solid line is
consistent in Helmholtz mode case because direct energy input when external wind frequency
equals to resonance mode is more efficient than indirect energy input through weakly cubic
nonlinear interactions when 3 times of external wind frequency equals to resonance mode.
Figure 4-4 use the normalized water level fluctuations to show frequencies for those
cases in more direct way. Using the water level fluctuations at the cubic nonlinear resonance
mode as the reference, water level fluctuations at the other two cases are normalized to the same
order of magnitude by multiplying a coefficient factor. Figure 4-3 (a) and (b) clearly shows that
water level fluctuations in the reference case (thin solid line) have a big cycle in every three
small cycle. The period of the big cycle is exactly the wind forcing period. Apparently, the small
cycle is the 3 times frequency of the wind input which is due to the cubic nonlinear interactions.
For the reference case, the small cycle is not amplified. In contrast, the cubic nonlinear resonance
mode case (thick solid line) has large amplitude of small cycle which means lots of energy from
wind input is transferred into this new 3 times smaller period (3 times larger frequency) cycle
due to cubic nonlinear interactions. Comparison of the small period cycle in thick solid line and
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in thin solid line shows that these two periods are the same, which confirms that the small period
cycle in thick solid line is at Helmholtz mode (Figure 4-3 (a)) or fundamental mode (Figure 4-3
(b)). Therefore, it is reasonable small circle in thick solid line is amplified because of the energy
accumulation at the resonance frequency.

4.1.2 Real coupled basins
The study site is part of Yahara Lake systems, which are isolate by a sluice gate. The
Lake Monona and Lake Waubesa system, which is shown in Figure 4-5, is a coupled basins
system which includes three lakes (Lake Monona, Lake Waubesa, a small mud lake) and two
rivers (a long curved river between Lake Monona and small mud lake, a short narrow river
between the small mud lake and Lake Waubesa).
At the Monona-Waubesa study site, the gauge data in the river between the Lake Monona
basin and the Lake Waubesa basin is used to compare with numerical simulation results. The
field data was obtained in summer 2010 with sampling interval of 1 minute. These field data
frequency analysis results are used to validate the numerical model’s ability to capture the
frequency phenomenon in this study site. Initial 5267 elements in numerical model are
implemented with adaptive mesh refinement during simulation process by error indicator method
(Tate, Berger and Stockstill 2006). The sizes of initial unstructured grids range from 7.5 meter
in the river to 100 meter in the lakes. Shown on Figure 4-6 (a), the ideal slosh test has much less
peaks than the periodic water level field data results (Figure 4-6 (b)). It is because field data
involves many nonlinear cubic modes while slosh test does not include it.
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Frequency distributions are conducted in the Monona Waubesa site (Figure 4-7) by an
ideal slosh test. An ideal slosh test based on no friction assumptions is conducted to investigate
the frequency response. Constant wind from west to east at speed of 5 m/s blows the whole
domain uniformly until steady state. This steady state water level is used as initial water level
setup for this slosh test. Second order term in ADH (Chapman and Porter 2005) is implemented
to accurately simulate the slosh process. The frequency analysis of slosh test reveals all the free
wave modes in this system. In Figure 4-7, there are two low frequencies of Helmholtz modes in
this system (4.6 day-1, 27 day-1), first and second modes for Lake Mendota (65 day-1, 88 day-1),
first and second modes for Lake Monona (94 day-1, 156 day-1) and other high frequency modes.
Since the wind setup is in east-west direction, the location of the representative points at Lake
Monona and Lake Waubesa are chosen near very west points of the Lake and the representative
point at small Lake is chosen near the very east of the small lake, and the representative point of
the river is chosen near the entrance of the river (see the symbol “M”, “W”, “S” and “r” in the
location map at right corner of Figure 4-7 for detail). We can observe from Figure 4-7 that the
dominant peaks (two Helmholtz modes, first and second modes for Lake Monona and Lake
Waubesa) can propagates the whole system at different locations even that there are two narrow
river contractions in this coupled basin systems and that coupled basins including three basins
and two rivers will only have two coupled Helmholtz modes and other sloshing modes coming
from each basins independently.
The seiches spacial amplification distributions at different modes in Monona-Waubesa
coupled basin system study sites are depicted in Figure 4-8, Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10. Figure
4-8 shows the seiches spacial amplification distributions for periodic wind forcing at two
Helmholtz modes (4.6 day

-1

for Figure 4-8 (a) and 27 day

-1

for Figure 4-8 (b)) and their
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corresponding Helmholtz cubic nonlinear modes (1.53 day

-1

for Figure 4-8 (c) and 9 day

-1

for

Figure 4-8 (d)). Figure 4-8 (a) and (c) clearly shows that the amplification within each basin
(Lake Monona or Lake Waubesa or small lakes) is spacial uniform which is the core feature of
Helmholtz modes. Figure (b) and (d) clearly manifests that the amplification within only the
small lakes is spatially uniform. Lake Monona and Lake Waubesa shows some features of
fundamental mode resonance in Figure (b) and (d). This is because the second Helmholtz mode
is at frequency of 27 day -1 which is close to the Lake Mendota cubic nonlinear second mode (29
day -1) so it follows some of its resonance features. The Lake Mendota cubic nonlinear second
mode (29 day -1) is corresponding to second mode of Lake Monona (frequency of 88 day -1) so it
follows parts of the feature of second mode resonance of Lake Monona, which shown in detail
later in Figure 4-9 (d). For Figure 4-8(a) and (c), water level phase is not simply opposite phase
like the enclosed two basins system. The phase of Lake Waubesa is lagging behind middle small
lake and the phase of middle small lake is lagging behind Lake Monona. The middle small lake
is like a cushion for water exchange between two big basins. Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10 shows
similar results like Figure 4-8 which targets on first and second modes of Lake Monona or Lake
Waubesa and their corresponding cubic nonlinear modes. Comparing all the parent modes and its
cubic nonlinear modes ((a) and (c), (b) and (d) for Figure 4-8, Figure 4-9, Figure 4-10), we can
conclude that the cubic nonlinear modes has similar seiches spacial amplification distributions
with their parent modes but has smaller total amplification in Monona Waubesa case.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions
The response curve (amplifications as a function of input forcing frequencies) under
periodic wind forcing shows the cubic nonlinear modes (e.g. Helmholtz cubic mode,
fundamental cubic nonlinear mode) together with the linear wave modes (e.g. Helmholtz mode,
fundamental mode, we name it parent modes). The peak shape of cubic nonlinear modes in the
response curve is similar to the parent modes but with smaller amplitude and peak width. The
response curve under periodic incident waves also shows the cubic nonlinear modes at frequency
of 20 per day for ADH numerical simulations while the response curve from the linear wave
analytical solution (Mei 1976) cannot capture those modes because those modes are generated by
nonlinear interactions. The cubic nonlinear mode at 2 per day (6/3 per day) is too small to view.
The cubic nonlinear mode at 18.3 per day (56/3 per day) and 6 per day (18/3 per day) are close to
the linear wave modes (18 per day and 6 per day) so they have been modulated together with the
linear wave modes.
Detailed frequency analysis results justify that weakly cubic nonlinear interaction theory
on coastal resonance from Terra (2004) is also valid on river seiches between coupled basins,
which provides basic clues for the mechanism of how cubic nonlinear modes are formed. Based
on theory from Terra (2004), the cubic nonlinear interactions from the external periodic forcing
will generate a new forcing frequency in the system, which is 3 times of the original the external
periodic wind forcing frequency. The energy accumulation on the new forcing frequency will
generate the cubic nonlinear resonance modes when the external forcing frequencies are one
third of the traditional free wave resonance modes from linear wave theory (parent modes). In
both the ideal case and the field case at Monona-Waubesa study site, the spacial amplification
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and water level fluctuations when external wind forcing frequencies are at cubic nonlinear modes
frequencies are very similar to those when external wind forcing frequencies are at the parent
modes. In a word, resonance will happen when the external wind input frequency is equal to the
free wave mode frequency (e.g. Helmholtz mode resonance, first mode resonance etc.) or three
times wind input frequency is equal the free wave mode frequency (e.g. Helmholtz cubic
nonlinear resonance).
As far as the author knows, this is the first time in literature to investigate river seiches
response under periodic wind forcing both for the ideal case and the field case. Based on the
appearance of 3 times of input frequency together with input frequency, we can infer that a
chain of frequencies of 32, 33, 34, 35, 36 …times the input frequency may also exist with different
energy densities. Research on this hypothesis in detail is underway. Future work may also
include detailed analytical approach to further reveal the detailed mechanisms and energy
transfer process due to nonlinear interactions of river seiches between coupled basins.
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Figure 4-2 Snapshot of water level, vorticity and velocity vector for external wind forcing
period at (a) Helmholtz cubic nonlinear mode and (b) fundamental cubic nonlinear mode.
(the profile shape stands for water level, the darkness of the color on the profile stands for
magnitude of the vorticity)
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Figure 4-5. Bathymetry and field gauge location at Monona Waubesa study site
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Figure 4-8. Seiches amplification factor spacial distribution under periodic wind forcing at
frequency of (a) 4.618 per day which is the first Helmholtz mode, (b) 27.71 per day which
is second Helmholtz mode , (c) 1.54per day which is the cubic resonance of first Helmholtz
mode and (d) 9.24per day which is the cubic resonance of second Helmholtz mode
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Figure 4-9. Seiches amplification factor spacial distribution under periodic wind forcing at
frequency of (a) 65.2 per day which is the first fundamental mode of Lake Monona, (b)
88.84 per day which is second fundamental mode of Lake Monona, (c) 21.73 per day
which is the cubic resonance of first fundamental mode of Lake Monona and (d) 29.61per
day which is the cubic resonance of second fundamental mode of Lake Monona.
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Figure 4-10. Seiches amplification factor spacial distribution under periodic wind forcing
at frequency of (a) 94.54 per day which is the first fundamental mode of Lake Waubesa, (b)
156 per day which is second fundamental mode of Lake Waubesa, (c) 31.51 per day which
is the cubic resonance of first fundamental mode of Lake Waubesa and (d) 52 per day
which is the cubic resonance of second fundamental mode of Lake Waubesa.
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